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Abstract

The angular dependenceof the criticalcurrent densityand the magnetoresistanceof
high-To-filmsin high and low magnetic fields and for different temperatures were
measured to investigate the flux pinning and the superconducting properties.
A comparison of the results for the different superconductorsshows their inrcreasing
dependenceon the angleO betweenthe magneticfieldand the c-axisof the filmdue to
the anisotropyof the chosen superconductor.Furthermorethe influenceof the current
direction to the Q-rotation plane is discussed.

1. INTRODUCTION

Although the high-Te-superconductors (HTSC) are used in many various
applications, the mechanismsof many effects these materials show are not very well
understood until now. To study the flux line lattice by the intrinsic pinning the
magnetoresistanceand the critical current density are measured as a function of the
angle between the magnetic field and the HTSC thin film.Besides other criterions of
characterization the quality of the HTSC films can be determined by measuring the
angular dependenceof the dissipationmechanism.

2. EXPERIMENTAL

The DC-sputtered filmswith a thicknessbetween 70 nm and 250 nm are highly
oriented with the c-axis perpendicularto the surface of the SrTiO3 single crystal
substrate. SEM pictures show that the filmsare without any outgrowths larger 1 lam.
Especiallythe YBa2Cu307. 6 filmswith a Tc up to 90 K and a transition width of 1-2 K
determined by measuringthe AC-susceptibilityreach criticalcurrent densities about
9x106A/cm2 at 77K. The as grown Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os+x filmsshow a Te about 75 K.
The criticalcurrent densitiesyieldvaluesabout 5x10s A/cm2 at 50 K.

The angular dependenceof the criticalcurrent density and the magnetoresistance
were measuredwith a pulsed current method to avoidwarmingup of the bonded gold
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wire contacts on the structured film. Conduction paths of 20 pm width and 2 mm
lengthwere prepared by wet chemicaletching.

The used sampleholder allowsto vary the angle betweenthe magneticfield and the
c-axis of the film(angle O) as well as the angle between the current direction and the
Q-rotation plane. The accuracy of the tilt angle is better than 0.05°. An offset of 1°
can occur due to inaccurate adjustment.The temperature was varied between 4.2 K
and 77 K and magneticfieldsbetween 10mT and 8 T were used.

3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

To study the pinning of the HTSC filmsthey were investigatedby measuring the
critical current density and the magnetoresistancedependent on the temperature and
the strength and the angle of the magnetic field. Furthermore current-voltage-curves
were taken. The results for Yna2Cu307_ 6 and Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os+x films are compared
due to the anisotropyof the chosen superconductor.

3.1. Critical Current Density
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Figure 1. Criticalcurrent densityjc(O) inhigh magneticfields.
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Figure 1 shows some typical results of an investigatedYna2Cu3OT_ film. These
measurements of the angular dependence of the critical current density were made in
high magnetic fieldsand at a temperature of 77 K. As criterionfor the critical current
density a voltage of 1 p.V/cmwas chosen. At ® = 0° the c-axis of the YBa2Cu307_

filmis parallelto the magneticfieldB and at ® = 90° the c-axis is perpendicularto the
magnetic field. Due to the layered structure of this superconductorthe critical current
densityjc(®)reaches its maximumat ® = 90° when the magneticfield is parallelto the
CuO2 planes[1]. This indicatesthe strong pinningat this angle where the flux linesare
located by extrinsic pinningcenters. The minimumofjc(®) appears for the magnetic
fieldbeingparallelto the c-axis of the film(0 = 0°).

The fits of the data were made using the functionjc(®) - (cos2®+ s2sin2®)-1/2.
For this fit the effective magneticfieldis reduced to Beff= B(0°)(cos2®+ _2sin20)l/2
with e beingthe anisotropyparameter [2]. For €2 = 0.008 at two Tesla and e2 = 0.006
at six Tesla this functionfits the data quite well.The smallvaluefor e, which decreases
with increasing the magnetic field, shows the very anisotropic behaviour of the
YBa2Cu307. 6 filmin high magneticfields.

In Figure 2 the correspondingresults ofjc(®) in low magneticfields are presented.
In low magneticfields the samefunctionas used for the high fields fits the results, but
the dependence on the angle ® is less pronounced, which can be observed in the
highervalues of the anisotropyparameterbetween _2= 0.14 and _2= 0.25.

5 B = 75mT
( e2=0.14)

-30 0 30 60 90 120
0 (deg)

Figure 2. Critical current densityjc(®) in low magneticfields.
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Figure 3. Criticalcurrent densityjc(19)for differentanglesO.

In Figure 3 a typical exampleof the differentresults ofjc(19) for the current direc-
tion parallel (O = 0°) or perpendicular(O = 90°) to the 19-rotationplane (cB-planeof
the film) is presented. Although both curves fit the theory quite well with the same
anisotropy parameter, the curves differ from each other, especiallyfor the tilt angle 19
near 90°. For @ = 90° the differencebetween the maximumand the minimumof the
critical current density is only half as big as for @ = 0°. For the angles 19= 90° and
• = 90° the c-axis of the film is perpendicularto the externalmagnetic fieldB and the
current flows perpendicularto B. So this effect may be caused by a strong Lorentz
force acting on a segment of the flux lines parallelto the layers [3]. This would also
explainthat the curves for angles19near 0° or 180° lie one upon another because for
the c-axis parallel to the magnetic field there is no difference in the measuring
geometry wether the angle@is 0° or 90°. This differencebetween @= 0° and • = 90°
disappears for high quality films with high critical current densities, for which the
intrinsicpinningis strong enough to cover the O-dependentpart of the dissipation. So
these measurementscouldbe used as a criterionof filmquality.

3.1.2. Bi2Sr2CaCu208+x

Besides measurementson YBa2Cu319745 thin filmssputtered Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os+x films
were investigated,too.
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Figure 4. Criticalcurrent densityjc(®) in high magneticfields.

In Figure 4 the results of the angulardependenceof the critical current densityjc(®)
for a Bi2Sr2CaCu208+x film in high magnetic fields are presented. The sharpened
maximaof the critical current densitiescomparedto the results for YBa2Cu307& films
seemto be related to the stronger anistropyof the layered structure of these films.For
the nearly two dimensionalbehaviour of this superconductor in high magnetic fields
the function jc(®) - Icos201-1/2is best fitting [3]. But also the function used for the
YBa2Cu307_ 8 results with a very smallanisotropyparameterfits the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os+x
measurementsquite well.

A typical result for jc(®) in a low magnetic field is shown in Figure 5.
Corresponding to the measurements on the YBa2Cu307_ films the anisotropic
behaviour of the film decreases with decreasing the magnetic field. For an external
magnetic field of 50 mT the functionjc(®) - (cos2®+ s2sin20)-l/2is best fitting. But
whereas the anisotropy parameter6 for the YBa2Cu3074 }filmfor this magneticfield is
around s2 = 0.25, this parameter is for the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os+x filmwith _2= 0.08 only
about 1/3 of this value due to the stronger anisotropy of the Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os+x
superconductor.
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Figure 5. Criticalcurrent densityjc(®) in a low magneticfield.

3.2. Magnetoresistance

Besides investigations of the angular dependence of the critical current density
jc(®), the magnetoresistanceP(®)was measuredin high and low magneticfields.

3.2.1. High magneticfields

Figure 6 shows a typical result of the angulardependenceof the magnetoresistance
p(O) in high magnetic fieldsat a temperature of 4.2 K for a YBa2Cu307_ film. The
measurementswere made for high current densitiesdue to the superconductor beingin
the mixed state. As expected the magnetoresistancereaches its minimumat ® = 90°,
which means that the c-axis of the film is perpendicularto the magnetic fieldB. The
maximum of p(O) appears at O = 0° where the c-axis is parallel to B. As in the
corresponding measurements of the critical current density the magnetoresistance in
high magneticfields reveals the strong anisotropyof these superconductorsbecause of
the layered structure of these films [4]. The function p(O) - IcosZO] 112 for nearly two
dimensionalbehaviour of the film fits as well as p(O) - (cosZO + e2sinZO)]/2with
e2 < 0.01. So this also supports the assumptionthat for the magnetic field parallel to
the CuO2 planes the pinningis very strong and the flux lines are located by extrinsic
pinningcenters.
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Figure 6. Magnetoresistance 9(0) in a high magnetic field.

For the measurementsof the magnetoresistanceO(O),as presented in Figure 7, the
angle• betweenthe currentdirectionandthe cB-plane(O-rotationplane)of the film
was 90°, whichmeansthat for O = 90° the currentdirectionwas perpendicularto the
magneticfieldB. The amplitudeof the magnetoresistanceis smallerfor • = 90°, but
the minimaare sharpened.These results correspond to the measurementsof the
angulardependenceof the criticalcurrent densityjc(O) as far as for O(O) there is a
O-dependentpart of the dissipationprobablycausedby the Lorentz force acting on
the flux lines, too. The logarithmicalO(O) curves are similar to the invertedje(O)
curves.

At six Tesla there is a local minimumfor O = 0° or 180° independent of the
angle O. This form of the curves appears only in high magnetic fields and not all
measured films show this effect. We attribute these extra pinningof the flux lines to
the pinningat twin boundaries [5,6].

In high magneticfieldsand at • = 90° the functionO(O)- Icos2OI1/2is best fitting
due to the nearlytwo dimensionalbehaviourof the YBa2Cu307d 5film.For the results
obtained in a magnetic field of 0.5 Tesla the function O(O)- (cos20 + sZsinZO)]/2is
used because of the decreasinganisotropywith decreasingthe magneticfield.
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Figure 7. Magnetoresistance p(®) for • = 90°.

3.2.2. Low magneticfields

While for high magnetic fieldsthe value of the externalmagneticfield is the same as
for the internal field, the external field may differ from the field in the sample in very
low magnetic fields. Probably because of this in low magnetic fields phenomena are
seen, which are related to some hystereticaleffects.

In Figure 8 the magnet®resistancep(®) in a magnetic field of 25 mT at a tem-
perature of 4.2 K is presented. Whereas the dashed curve was measured with a
constant magnetic field between the angle O-steps, the solid line shows the p(O)
curve with no magnetic field between the O-steps. If the external magnetic field is
switched off before every O-step, the minimumof the magnet®resistanceappears at
® = 90° as expected. But if it is continously operated during the angle O movement
from 30° to 240°, the minimaof 19(O)are shifted and asymmetrical.The drop of"the
magnet®resistanceis sharpened, whereas the increase of 19(O)is broadened. If the
angle O is tilt in the opposite direction, the shift changes its direction, too [7].

This hysteretical effect is not seen for high quality filmsor at higher temperatures
above the irreversibilityline. It seems to be related with penetrating and trapping of
flux, if the sputtered HTSC film consists of several granular parts. The change of the
effectiveexternal field, which depends on the tilt angle 0, influencesthe internal field
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in the sampledue to a motion of vortices. Therefore the flux seemsto penetrate and to
be trapped for a constantly applied magneticfield [8], which means that the vortices
are pinned due to the macroscopic inhomogeneity of the pinning potentials in the
sample [9]. If the magnetic field is switched off before every Q-step, the flux is
expelled from the sample. For corresponding critical current measurementson these
filmswe got similarresults. The appearanceof this effect could be a further criterion
of the quality for the HTSC films.
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Figure 8. Magnetoresistance p(O) in a low magnetic field.

The dependence of the magnetoresistanceon the strength of the external magnetic
field B for low magnetic fieldsat a constant angle O = 0° is shown in Figure 9. The
results reveal a o(B) - B u2 dependence,which indicates a more three dimensional
behaviourof the YBa2Cu30745 filmsfor low magneticfieldsdue to the theory [10,11].
For measurements of the critical current density dependent on the strength of the
magneticfieldB, we got a jc(B) - 1/B dependencefor very low magneticfields,which
also indicates the small anisotropy of these films for low magnetic fields. This is in
agreement with our other results, which show the anisotropic character of the investi-
gated YBa2Cu30745 and Bi2Sr2CaCu2Os+x films increasing with increasing the
magnetic field.
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Figure 9. p2(B) curve for low magneticfields.
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